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What is Pentecostalism? The academic study of and the discussion within the Pentecostal movement up to now shows that this is a very complex question. A wide range of answers has been given, reaching from extremely narrow definitions to very broad ones. Certain circles of White Pentecostalism in the United States, for instance, sometimes try to narrow down Pentecostalism to a sub-category of American evangelicalism. In sharp contrast to that stands the approach of David Barrett, who considers a very broad variety of churches, organizations and networks as representative of Pentecostalism. Current Pentecostal and non-Pentecostal academic study tends to use such a broad understanding of Pentecostalism; and when it comes to statistics even Pentecostals (who otherwise count themselves as evangelicals) refer to Barrett's findings that c. 25% of World Christianity is Pentecostal.

Admittedly, a narrow understanding has some real advantages. It would enable a comprehensive definition of Pentecostalism, because a clear-cut dogmatic basis could be formulated (e.g. evangelicalism plus...
tongues speaking as initial evidence of Spirit baptism) and an institutional framework assigned (e.g. Pentecostal member-churches of the National Association of Evangelicals). Nevertheless, its heuristic value would be very limited as it is absolutely counterintuitive and arbitrarily separates phenomena that belong together. As the acceptance of Barrett's figures already indicates, even the most evangelical oriented Pentecostals refer in certain contexts to more inclusive identities of Pentecostalism.

From an academic point of view there is no alternative to a broad understanding of Pentecostalism, but so far not much has been done to substantiate this approach in a methodologically satisfying manner. The most serious problem lies in the fact that a broad understanding of Pentecostalism neither refers to a common dogmatic basis nor to a common institutional framework (international umbrella organizations like the Pentecostal World Conference only cover very tiny fragments of the Pentecostal movement). Nevertheless academic research of the last decades has proved the usefulness of a broad understanding of Pentecostalism as a single global phenomenon. But its unity can't be described in the way traditional church history deals with Orthodoxy, Catholicism, Lutheranism and so on. New ways should be found to trace an international discursive network called Pentecostalism.

Looking at the current discussion, three complexes of questions seem to be most hotly debated in the context of constructing Pentecostalism. First: did Pentecostalism originate in the United States and spread out to the rest of the world from there? Second: how is it possible to define Pentecostalism as a global religious movement in a meaningful manner without resorting to specific theological tenets as a basis for definition? Third: how is Pentecostalism to be described within regional contexts (the question of 'indigenous' Pentecostalism)? This article searches for models to answer these three questions more appropriately and it will test their heuristic value on Indian cases. If it proves possible to make some progress in this complexity of problems, a better theoretical understanding of Pentecostalism could be the result.

The first two sections of this article are written from a strictly historical point of view with no immediate theological agenda in mind, though I am fully aware that 'historiographical perspectives are not just history' but that they may 'express and articulate theological visions'. Therefore I will explicitly refer to theological implications where I am aware of my own theological concerns. Compared with the other two, the third section is explicitly theological though I am trying to avoid getting too much into normative issues.

**Beginnings of Pentecostalism**

In the last few decades vigorous historical research into the beginnings of the Pentecostal movement has started. This has been done to a great extent by Pentecostal scholars themselves who tried to overcome an uncritical, more or less hagiographical tradition of telling about the beginnings as was common within their churches. This tradition, often called the 'providential approach', was based on the belief that Pentecostalism was 'a spontaneous, providentially generated, [world wide] end-time religious revival, a movement fundamentally discontinuous with 1,900 years of Christian history'; but such a notion is hardly compatible with academic history. Therefore the 'new' Pentecostal historiography is trying to relate the emergence of Pentecostalism to nineteenth century theological roots and to its contemporary social and cultural context. It was Donald Dayton's *Theological Roots of Pentecostalism* (1987) that set the 'standard for that new endeavour.' Dayton argued in a richly textured historical analysis that the theological patterns of Pentecostalism could be traced back to nineteenth century Wesleyan, Reformed, and Higher Life holiness circles in the United States. At the turn of the twentieth century, this vast network of holiness institutions and movements constituted 'a sort of pre-Pentecostal tinderbox awaiting the spark that would set it off'. Numerous important studies have come out more recently that further prove the continuity between Pentecostalism and nineteenth century popular American evangelicalism, though there are discussions about the details (e.g. Wesleyan versus Reformed roots). Pentecostal and non-Pentecostal historians now consider Topeka and Azusa Street as the outcome of a specific American (and to some extent British) religious history.

As a side effect, this strict historical approach rejects the notion that Pentecostalism was a worldwide revival from its very beginnings. This thesis of multiple, worldwide origins of Pentecostalism was the popular self-understanding of early Pentecostals and became an integral part of the providential historical self-understanding in Pentecostal circles (e.g.
it is part of the famous popular histories of Donald Gee and Stanley H. Frosham). Nevertheless, from an academic point of view, this kind of Americanization of Pentecostal historiography seemed to be inevitable, as Robeck rightly states: '... without wishing to be triumphalistic, the evidence gathered in all serious quests for origins of the modern Pentecostal movement appears inevitably to point to North America'\(^\text{14}\). However, it is not without problems that historiography now runs counter to the early Pentecostal self-understanding as a global movement and that worldwide Pentecostalism becomes necessarily the result of Pentecostal missionary work from North America. Especially among scholars who focus their research on the non-western Pentecostal movement, there is a certain uneasiness with such an American-centred history as this does not seem to do justice to the multifaceted and global nature of the Pentecostal phenomenon.

In the following, I would like to offer a way out of the dilemma when I argue that there is an additional historical root of Pentecostalism that has been somewhat neglected as a distinctive category so far: the missionary movement. The nineteenth century, up to the beginning of World War I in 1914, was the heyday of colonialism. Under the brutal rule of colonial powers nearly the whole world was brought into the reach of the West. In that situation, parts of western Christianity reacted with missionary initiatives to spread the Christian faith in Africa and Asia and a huge number of missionary societies were founded for that purpose.\(^\text{15}\) The specific conditions on the 'mission fields' brought many Protestant missionary societies into close contact with each other and in the course of time a global missionary network beyond denominational boundaries developed. This emerging global network led to the famous World Missionary Conference at Edinburgh in 1910 that is arguably the beginning of the ecumenical movement.\(^\text{16}\)

Religious revivals always played a crucial role in the missionary movement as they influenced many of the missionary recruits. However, in the second half of the nineteenth century a development took place that is of special interest with regard to Pentecostalism. It was during that time that premillennialism permeated evangelical circles in Britain (first in the Brethren movement) and in the United States (in the prophecy conferences, starting in New York 1878). This was accompanied by a new missionary awareness: 'On the great missionary movement hangs

the appointed hour of the millennial dawn, of the marriage of the Lamb, of the glory of the resurrection, of the time of the restitution of all things.'\(^\text{17}\) As a result several so-called ‘faith missions’ were founded.\(^\text{18}\) The idea of faith missions (strictly interdenominational, no fixed salary, missionaries are members not employees of the mission, and so on) was first formulated in Hudson Taylor’s China Inland Mission (London 1865), but became widely popular through the work of Fanny and Grattan Guinness, who founded the East London Training Institute in 1873. The Guinesses influenced A.B. Simpson and the Christian and Missionary Alliance (1887) and, during a journey through the United States in 1889, Fanny Guinness was instrumental in starting the Boston Missionary Training Institute (A.J. Gordon) and the Chicago Evangelization Society (later Moody Bible Institute). Another very enthusiastic promoter of faith missions was Arthur Tappan Pierson, a Christian journalist, who edited the Missionary Review of the World from 1886 (in 1891 joined by A.J. Gordon as co-editor). The Student Volunteer Missionary Union (1886) was also part of this premillennial-oriented evangelical missionary network and was inspired by Dwight L. Moody and led by John R. Mott. The latter chose the motto 'the evangelization of the world in this generation' (originally coined by Pierson) for this organization.\(^\text{19}\) Through this vast network, American holiness circles became part of the global missionary movement and this in turn affirmed a strong missionary awareness among them. It was this missionary awareness that became a decisive theological root for Pentecostalism, because it gives some clues why tongues speaking became so important for the movement.\(^\text{20}\)

Charles Parham created the threefold theological formula that was used at Azusa Street: 1) Tongue speech as the initial evidence of Holy Spirit Baptism, 2) Spirit-filled believers as the "sealed" Bride of Christ, and 3) Xenoglossic tongues as the tool for dramatic endtime revival\(^\text{21}\). It is arguable that the idea of xenoglossic tongues ('missionary tongues') was the most important aspect among these three points. In the early days, Pentecostals thought that their glossolalia was actually foreign tongues for missionary purposes. This was hitherto rather overlooked, as the Pentecostal movement quietly gave up the idea of xenoglossia later. Nevertheless a number of sources point to the fact that Parham got his emphasis on tongues speaking from the missionary movement.

William Faupel shows convincingly the deep influence of the
missionary movement on Parham. The premillennialist missionary strategy was not aiming at converting the whole world to Christianity, but to be a witness to all nations and to give the chance to as many people as possible to accept the Christian message before Christ’s Second Coming. Within such a perspective, time was running out and it became an urgent question as to how possible successful missionary work could be with such a limited timeframe. For one thing, the extremely time-consuming learning of foreign languages was felt to be a major obstacle. In this connection, isolated reports about the occurrence of the gift of xenoglossia spread in missionary circles. Very prominent was the tale of a young woman called Jennie Glassey who had received African languages through the Holy Spirit in 1895. The Glassey case became known to Charles Parham and impressed him very much, as it seemed to prove that God could enable missionaries by giving them the necessary foreign languages. Furthermore, in premillennial circles the idea was widespread that the Second Coming of Christ would be preceded by a worldwide revival that would greatly enlarge missionary work. Through the influence of Frank Sandford, Charles Parham accepted this notion and then brought it all together into the new Pentecostal ‘Latter Rain’ concept.

These two points which Parham developed under the influence of the missionary movement (missionary tongues and worldwide revival) became part of the core self-understanding of the Azusa Street Revival in 1906, as can be seen from its periodical The Apostolic Faith. For the participants of Azusa Street it was very clear that tongues speaking meant missionary tongues for a worldwide end-time revival that now had started in Los Angeles. To prove this claim it was of utmost importance that the revival would develop into a global phenomenon within a very short time. This pressure gave Azusa Street an extremely global outlook from its very start.

As already mentioned, many evangelicals at home and in the ‘mission fields’ shared the idea of a worldwide end-time revival. Moreover, Azusa Street falls in a time when many thought that such a revival had already started. The revival chronicler Edwin Orr speaks of a global ‘Fifth General Awakening’ between 1900-1910 (including Keswick, the Torrey and Alexander evangelistic ministry, the Welsh revival, the Khadi Hills revival, the Mukti Mission, and the Korean Revival). During that time the global missionary movement that was connected through a very dense network of extensive correspondence and personal contacts was very much focussed on revival matters: ‘What was remarkable was that missionaries and national believers in obscure places in India, the Far East, Africa and Latin America seemed to move at the same time to pray for phenomenal revival in their fields and world wide.’ Contemporary outsiders, like Frederick Henke, saw Azusa Street simply as small part of this revival: ‘This speaking in tongues is but one of a series of such phenomena as “tongues of fire”, “rushing of a mighty wind”, “interpretation of tongues”, jerking, writhing, and falling to the ground, which are occurring in connection with a world-wide religious revival.’ Moreover, Orr is of the opinion that during this ‘Fifth General Awakening’ Pentecostalism was not a crucial factor but only an indirect by-product.

It is important to keep in mind the relatively small impact of the Azusa Street revival at that time, because it contradicts the self-understanding of the Pentecostal movement. Azusa Street claimed to be the definitive formula for and sure beginning of the end-time revival, fulfilling all revival hopes that were transmitted through the missionary movement. So they claimed the whole ongoing revival movement for themselves: ‘The present world-wide revival was rocked in the cradle of little Wales. It was “brought up” in India, following; becoming full grown in Los Angeles later.’ In this situation; it became crucial to get their views accepted within the international evangelical circles. Azusa Street went global from the very start and began to channel their message through the vast international evangelical and missionary network that was receptive to revivals. As the Azusa Street participants were themselves part of this network and as the Pentecostal formula contained mainly elements that were familiar to those circles (fivefold gospel and end-time revival), they found easy access.

It is amazing to see how quickly the Azusa Street revival received positive responses in different parts of the world. However, as Joe Creech has rightly emphasized, to join the Azusa Street revival was not necessarily connected with formal changes in institutional structure and ethos or theological traditions; nor did it establish formal institutional ties with Azusa Street. It spread because individuals and organizations generally accepted that a second Pentecost with the experience of tongues speaking and other spiritual gifts like healing and prophecy had
happened and they declared themselves to be part of it. In that way, very different and divergent streams could join the Pentecostal movement, as nearly everybody who desired it could become part of it. Because of that, internal tensions and splits were a fundamental part of the movement right from its beginnings. The spread of the Azusa Street revival was essentially a kind of networking within evangelical and missionary circles. It took place at least in three different ways: correspondence and magazines; evangelistic journeys and other personal contacts; and missionary work. Some examples to emphasize this threefold global outreach might illustrate this."

In September 1906 Azusa Street started its first journal, The Apostolic Faith, with 5,000 copies; half a year later it was already printing 40,000. Numerous new Pentecostal periodicals started and existing ones became Pentecostal all over North America and far beyond. It is said that within the first year of the Azusa Street revival vernacular Pentecostal newspapers were printed in Norway, Germany, China, Japan, Palestine, and Brazil. This publication network was accompanied by immense and intensive correspondence. In January 1907, it was reported that up to fifty letters reached Azusa Street alone every day. Nearly all Pentecostal groups in the early years maintained extensive international mail networks. One gets the impression that each corresponded with every one. Through these written channels an imagined global Pentecostal community was created that assured the individual believer of the international success of the revival and made it attractive to join in.

But it was also through personal contacts that the message was spread. Right from the beginning the specific worship practice—heavily shaped by Black spirituality—of Azusa Street was passed on through common worship when people flocked from all over the country and even abroad to Los Angeles to 'get their Pentecost'. Besides, quite a number of Pentecostal leaders undertook global evangelistic tours, so that ‘Pentecostals’ geographic restlessness seemed so pronounced that the movement eventually became synonymous with itinerary. For instance Anselm Howard Post was an early member of Azusa Street and in 1907 started his travels abroad that took him as far as South Africa, England, Wales and Ceylon. Thomas Ball Barratt had come from Norway to the USA and became Pentecostal after he had visited Azusa Street in 1906; and in 1908-1909 he travelled through much of Europe and undertook a journey to India. Daniel Awrey circled the globe in 1909, in 1910-11 he was in India and China and he died in Liberia in 1913. Frank Bartleman, after he had already travelled extensively in the USA, started in 1910 on a round-the-world trip via Europe, Palestine, Egypt, India, Ceylon, China, Japan, and Hawaii. These evangelists and several others travelled along established evangelical networks, and in the ‘mission fields’ they tried to impress their beliefs on missionaries open to the evangelical revival teachings.

However, the most spectacular global outreach of early Azusa Street were the missionaries who went out being confident that they were equipped with foreign tongues to preach the Pentecostal message in the vernacular. Quite a few former faith missionaries participated in Azusa Street (e.g. Samuel J. Mead and George E. Berg) and even helped to identify specific African or Asian languages allegedly being spoken by some in worship services as is amply reported in The Apostolic Faith. Boosted by the impression that he had spoken Bengali at Azusa Street, A.G. Garr and his wife (who supposedly spoke Tibetan and Chinese) started for India where they arrived at the beginning of 1907. S.J. Mead, former missionary with William Taylor in Africa for twenty years, organized a missionary party that allegedly had received African languages to go to Africa and the group embarked in December 1906. In September 1907, M.L. Ryan collected a dozen men and women to go to Japan, clearly confident that they would be equipped with the necessary languages through missionary tongues. When these missionaries arrived at their ‘mission fields’, they naturally became disillusioned because missionary tongues were not available, but it seems that only a very few abandoned their Pentecostal objectives. Some returned early, some concentrated on revival preaching among western missionaries, like the Gars, and others stayed and turned to traditional methods; in that way they played an essential role in establishing an international Pentecostal network.

This threefold global outreach of early Pentecostalism was not without success. Many faith missionaries (especially from the Christian and Missionary Alliance) joined the new Pentecostal network, as did also quite a few indigenous workers of faith missions. At the end of 1908 the Pentecostal movement had taken root in around fifty countries all over the world and it could be stated that it had virtually 'circled the
globe”. So a real worldwide network was established. Only then was it seen that Azusa Street had proved to be the start of a worldwide revival, because without an immediate global establishment the revival would have fallen short of all expectations according to its self-image.

Putting the Pentecostal beginnings into such a global context means that only this worldwide network could be named Pentecostalism in the true sense. Azusa Street was the prelude, but the beginning of Pentecostalism was attained when a global Pentecostal network was established. Neither a creed, an institution nor a place was the beginning of Pentecostalism but a vast and vague international network; and in that specific sense Pentecostalism was a global movement right from its beginnings. India is a good example of this.

**Beginnings of Pentecostalism in India**

India played an important role in the worldwide revival that took place in the first decade of the twentieth century, especially through the events in the Khasi Hills and at Mukti Mission. At the end of the nineteenth century expectations for a new revival were high in India too. In 1898, Pandita Ramabai attended the Keswick convention and requested the people there to pray for a missionary awakening among the Indians. Ramabai, a Marathi Brahman convert, led a missionary and charity organization called Mukti Mission that was backed by foreign help and many western missionaries took part in its work. In the year 1903, she sent her daughter Manoramabai to Australia along with her very close collaborator, the American Minnie F. Abrams, to monitor the evangelistic efforts of the Torrey and Alexander team. Influenced by the revival in Wales 1904-1906, the Welsh Presbyterian mission in northeast India experienced a great awakening in the Khasi Hills which introduced Christianity to the whole region. The news of these events soon spread throughout India and abroad and it also caught the keen attention of Ramabai. Under the influence of events in Australia and Wales, she started a special prayer circle in 1905 that led to a great revival at Mukti Mission in Kedgaon. In the years 1906-1907, it was accompanied by various manifestations such as speaking in tongues. Different Americans who worked for the mission and had heard from Azusa Street started similarly speaking in tongues and interpreted the Mukti Mission as proof of the worldwide Pentecostal end-time revival. However, as McGee and Blumhofer have emphasized, Mukti Mission also shows that even among its very Pentecostal protagonists, the role of tongues speaking as initial evidence and a missionary tool was considered less important in India than at Azusa Street. Moreover Ramabai and the Mukti Mission as an institution later definitely backed out of the Pentecostal movement and interpreted the revival there as part of the larger evangelical awakening in the first decade of the twentieth century. This fact is often overlooked in popular Pentecostal hagiographical appropriation of the Mukti Mission.

The Mukti Mission became a vital link for the global Pentecostal network that was to be established and it helped create Pentecostalism; but it was not the Pentecostal beginning in India. Other events were similarly important. Pentecostal revival ideas got an important boost in India when the first active participants from Azusa Street landed there. In the beginning of 1907 the Garr couple arrived and held meetings in English for ‘missionaries and Christian workers’ in Calcutta and as a result regular Pentecostal gatherings at the Carey Baptist Chapel (Bow Bazaar) are reported. Of course they also visited the Mukti Mission. Although their stay was quite controversial among missionaries it certainly further established the Pentecostal network. In 1908, Georg E. Berg, another active participant at Azusa Street, landed in India and settled at Bangalore, a British civil and military centre at that time. He had already been a missionary in India before and he immediately used his contacts in the Brethren mission in Kerala. In the same year, T. B. Barratt was invited to India by sympathizing missionaries to tell them more about the Pentecostal experience. Most of the time Barratt stayed at Coonoor, a so-called hill station, where most of the western missionaries had gathered to take refuge from the hottest months of the year. During his stay some missionaries and Indians received the new baptism of the Spirit, though there were also seemingly outspoken negative reactions. During his stay in India, Barratt also held meetings at Bombay (today officially Mumbai) and Calcutta (Kolkata), and he visited the Mukti Mission.

Within a very short time a widespread and diffuse Pentecostal network was established in India that could be called the beginning of Pentecostalism in India. It was from this Indian network that a Pentecostal
movement was established on the subcontinent through different initiatives. The most far-reaching was the work of George E. Berg, who won quite a few Indian adherents in Kerala through his contacts in the Brethren mission there, including some indigenous leaders mainly from Brethren background but also from Mar Thoma Church and the Anderson Church of God. In the year 1912, Berg returned to the USA for furlough and took part in the ‘First World Wide Pentecostal Camp’ organized by the Apostolic Faith Mission at Azusa Street. There he met with Robert F. Cook and advised him to follow him as a missionary to India. Cook was to become the key person for the establishment of the first Pentecostal church organizations in Kerala (Indian Pentecostal Church of God, Church of God, Assemblies of God) that have survived to the present day and were the starting point for many more Pentecostal denominations in South India. However, there are many other connections. One example is the founding of the Madras Pentecostal Assembly that can be attributed to two Swedish missionaries, Karin Andersson and Idala Nilson, who in North India had probably been staying in close contact with Mukti Mission. It is said that, as they waited for their ship in Chennai (formerly Madras) on their way back to their country in 1913, they did evangelistic work in Guindy (part of Chennai today) and as a result a Pentecostal congregation started there led by the Tamil Benjamin Jacob. The American missionaries Christian Schoonmaker and Herbert Coxe, to give another example, had originally come to India with the Christian and Missionary Alliance and then became Pentecostals under the decisive influence of the Mukti Mission, eventually working for the Assemblies of God in North India. Moreover, it must also be pointed out that at least two American missionaries who became Pentecostals in India influenced the Pentecostal movement in other parts of the world: Minnie Abrams in Chile, and Alice E. Luce in Mexico and among Hispanic Americans.

Outlining a Definition of Pentecostalism

Pentecostalism could not keep its initial promises. As Faupel has emphasized, by the end of 1908 it had become clear that Pentecostal expectations were not realized. "The delay of the parousia and inability to speak in known tongues forced most Pentecostals to reassess their mission." Unlike many others the Pentecostal revival did not vanish after the initial promises had to be revised. The global network that was established within few years marked the beginning of a movement that would vigorously shape world Christianity in years to come. This divergent, multi-voiced and fragmented movement kept the idea of a common Pentecostal identity, but it appears that it is very difficult for scholars to define this phenomenon appropriately. As Everett Wilson has pointed out, there is no institutional setting of Pentecostalism: 'At no time, within the ranks, did adherents make up a discrete, readily identifiable group.' Moreover Wilson also disputes the existence of an essential theological agenda: 'By almost any standard, Pentecostalism presently is not what Charles Fox Parham or any of his successors has pronounced it to be, but rather what contemporary Brazilians, Koreans and Africans demonstrate that it actually is.' Nevertheless, there are certainly things that form a distinctive Pentecostal identity however vague it might be. One might guess that it has something to do with a certain spiritual praxis (intuitive, experiential Spirit-centred devotion; oral liturgy; firm biblical orientation; narrative theology and testimonies; strong lay participation; healing and so on.), but even then it is rather something that is subject to constant change and dependent on mutual affirmation because ‘every generation is the first generation’ in Pentecostalism. The vigorous debates about Pentecostal identity that are going on within Pentecostal theology will therefore rather help to shape, create and reaffirm this identity than to discover essential categories that could be used as a starting point for a scholarly definition.

If there are no institutional or theological avenues for definition then it might be a good idea to look for a non-essential way of mapping a Pentecostal network as global discursive formation. I would suggest applying two criteria for Pentecostalism: the existence of historical connections and synchronous interrelations. Both these criteria have to be applied within a global context, as Pentecostalism is a global movement right from its very beginning. The first criterion demands that all that we count as Pentecostal must be connected within a vast diachronic network that goes back to the beginning of Pentecostalism. That means that the question of direct historical influences becomes a crucial one and that all parallel phenomena that are without historical connections (e.g. Irvingites, cargo movements) must not be called Pentecostal. In addition to historical connections, the second criterion demands that only
that which is linked up by some sort of synchronous network can be called Pentecostalism. This purely descriptive definition corresponds, as far as I see, to the way most Pentecostal and non-Pentecostal scholars who prefer a broad definition of Pentecostalism are using the term, though they seldom make their use explicit. Moreover, this definitory proposal doesn’t seem to be counterintuitive to common Pentecostal self-understanding. Although the definition is very much based on common sense, it has some rather harsh consequences for actual research because without establishing a diachronous and synchronous network one must no longer speak of Pentecostalism.

For the establishment of the diachronous network a critical, strictly historical perspective has to be applied. Tracing historical connections usually means to focus on churches that have split and on pastors who changed their affiliation from one Pentecostal denomination to another, often taking with them whole congregations or even a set-up of churches. It is precisely these frictions that are most important for the historian who tries to sketch a diachronous network. The problem is that this approach is usually not in line with the common stereotyped pattern of testimonies and hagiographies that church leaders like to tell. Especially in many popular accounts of denominational histories, the illusion is fostered that the respective church started under direct godly providence and splits or makes contact with other churches or leaders and so on are not thoroughly analysed. But then such accounts don’t contribute much to Pentecostal history because they are not about Pentecostalism as such. If we want to write a history of Pentecostalism we have to trace historical connections and this information is often hard to get. They are usually not found in oral testimonies or written documents and are in danger of getting lost when the respective generation has died. It will never be possible to reconstruct the full diachronous interconnections; but it is necessary to have the gaps carefully in mind because without a diachronous network there is no Pentecostalism. In this context it is of utmost importance that the bias of western archival sources and indigenous hagiographical traditions is not reproduced by the historian but is critically broken up and put under hermeneutical suspicion.

Similarly, establishing a synchronous network is very demanding. The description of a major denomination that calls itself Pentecostal doesn’t contribute much to the research of Pentecostalism. Instead it is necessary to map a communicative network between different churches, organizations, and individuals that share the same diachronous network at the specific time period the research is focussing on. Through this synchronous network, theological styles and oral tradition will be made or kept compatible with each other. Theologoumena can be subjected to comparative control and be mutually assimilated so that some sort of common Pentecostal identity will be created. This synchronous network is very fluid and is in no way a closed structure. It always remains open to discussion because it is subject to rapid historical change and its construction will usually depend on certain biases of the scholar who undertakes it. But that does not mean that the power of representation is equally distributed within the synchronous network. On the contrary, representational power depends very much on the control of material and intellectual resources, so that dominant discourses are shaping the synchronous network and need to be thoroughly analysed.

Moreover within the one ideal global synchronous network there are many partial networks (e.g. regional networks, charismatic movements, White American evangelical Pentecostal churches) and if some church or organization is part of the historical but not of the contemporarily existing synchronous network then this is purely a descriptive statement. It could be the case that it was part of the synchronous network in the past and/or became (again) part of the network afterwards. The synchronous network has always tested boundaries, as the case of the African Instituted Churches shows, which share in many aspects common historical roots with the Pentecostal movement and were at a time, at least to some extent, a loose part of a synchronous network; there are many signs that some of them will reclaim a Pentecostal identity and re-enter the synchronous network.

To sum up: Pentecostalism is a constructed category that can be meaningfully applied when it refers to both a diachronous and synchronous network of global dimensions.

Writing the History of the South Indian Pentecostal Movement

The case of the South Indian Pentecostal movement can help illustrate
the consequences of these ideas." First of all, as shown above, India was part of the establishment of global Pentecostalism and that means that it is not possible to write its history as the result of a western (or even North American) missionary enterprise because it was already there before western Pentecostal denominations started organized missionary efforts in India. When Pentecostalism became established in India after around 1910, its growth in South India started as a joint enterprise between George E. Berg and a number of Indian co-workers. When Berg visited Kerala in 1911, Robert Cumine, a Tamil-speaking Anglo-Indian from the Kolar Gold Fields near Bangalore who was converted to the Pentecostal faith under his influence, accompanied him. While they were staying in the region of Kottarakara and Adur, Berg approached his Brethren contacts and a small prayer-group under the leadership of Paruttupara Ummachen invited him to their place at Thuyavur (near Adur) and, as a result, they became Pentecostals, being probably the first Pentecostal congregation in South India. During the Kerala tour of 1911, Berg got acquainted with a few young people who followed him to Bangalore where he held Bible studies and instructed them in the Pentecostal faith. Among them were Ummam Mammen and Pandalam Mattai who began to work as Pentecostal evangelists after they returned to Kerala. After a serious conflict with Robert F. Cook who had joined him in 1913, Berg left India for good in 1914. During World War I Cook, who wanted to continue the work alone, mainly stayed at the safe garrison of Bangalore, but in winter 1916-17 he undertook, along with Robert Cumine, an evangelistic tour of Kerala with the aim of renewing the contacts made by Berg. During that tour it became manifest that the congregation at Thuyavur had in the meantime developed a lively mission activity under the leadership of Paruttupara Ummachen. Ummam Mammen and Pandalam Mattai also had been very active as Pentecostal missionaries in Kerala. In the 1920s more Indian evangelists and leaders, mainly from Brethren or holiness background, joined the Pentecostal faith (e.g. K.E. Abraham and A.J. John in 1923 and K.C. Cherian and P.V. John in 1924). Nevertheless Cook, who permanently moved to Kerala in 1922, exercised quite significant control of the emerging movement as he gave financial support to Indian evangelists and bought church land to build churches (first at Thuyavur in 1919). In the 1920s funds became more easily available because Cook had joined the Assemblies of God and other missionaries of that organization came as missionaries to Kerala (Mary Chapman in 1921,
after a deep quarrel with one young American missionary had gone back to the Church of God. M.O. John also left the Assemblies of God and joined the Church of God again. In the second half of the 1950s he left the Church of God and lived for a little while with Victor P.D. Kay, one of the important independent Pentecostal leaders of Tamilnadu in Thanjavur who worked together with P.M. Samuel from the Indian Pentecostal Church of God. Through Victor P.D. Kay, M.O. John also came into contact with P.M. Samuel. P.M. Samuel hailed from Kerala and was the leader of the Indian Pentecostal Church of God in Andhra Pradesh. He also controlled the Indian Pentecostal Church of God in Tamilnadu, mainly through the money that he got from foreign partners. In 1959 M.O. John went to Kalupatti, which was near his birthplace. There with the assistance of P.M. Samuel he founded a congregation in the name of the Indian Pentecostal Church of God. P.M. Samuel enabled him to open an orphanage in Kalupatti with the support of the German-based Christian Mission Service. In 1969, M.O. John had finished a church building; however he did not register it in the name of the Indian Pentecostal Church of God but in his own name. In the sequel he was P.M. Samuel’s most important co-worker in Tamilnadu. In 1981, as he was not in agreement with a new leadership in the Indian Pentecostal Church of God in Tamilnadu, he left this denomination and made his congregation independent, which was very easy as the property never belonged to the Indian Pentecostal Church of God. In 1994 he joined the Indian Pentecostal Assemblies, another independent Pentecostal denomination in Tamilnadu. His eldest son Ebenezer (born 1953) studied in 1976-77 at Elim Bible Institute, New York. In 1979 in Tirumangalam near Madurai, he founded his own organization the Elim Church of God, which has an American Neocharismatic church as its main sponsor.

In writing a history of the Indian Pentecostal Movement it is exactly this kind of historical interaction that one has to focus on. Nevertheless in a study on Indian Pentecostalism it is also very important to include all the churches and organizations that show historical connections to Pentecostalism, even if they are currently not within the synchronous network. Maybe they were part of the synchronous network at one time and maybe they will (re)claim a Pentecostal identity and re-enter the network. But often there are also groups which are in and out at the same time and which show that the borders are absolutely fluid and impossible to draw clearly. A good example is the Ceylon Pentecostal Mission (since 1984 in India officially under the name The Pentecostal Mission), which currently refuses contact with all other Pentecostal churches and has a whole range of extremely radical and church-dividing exclusive doctrines. Nevertheless numerous Pentecostal pastors were formerly members or even pastors in the Ceylon Pentecostal Mission. Amazingly the very distinctive doctrines of the Ceylon Pentecostal Mission are scarcely a matter of concern, but on the contrary many pastors, evangelists and lay people of the other Pentecostal churches greatly value the teaching of Ceylon Pentecostal Mission. This is connected with the fact that the Ceylon Pentecostal Mission is the only Indian Pentecostal church to have published on important theological loci in detailed but easily understood publications. Moreover many members of other Pentecostal churches take part in the conventions of the Ceylon Mission and, conversely, their members (and even some of their pastors) attend these churches’ conventions. So it is that the Ceylon Pentecostal Mission, in spite of its strong separatism, has not entirely lost its links with the mainstream of the Indian Pentecostal movement and it is very difficult to tell whether it is in or out of the synchronous network.

Furthermore, writing about the South Indian Pentecostal movement means putting the histories of single denominations or churches into the context of a larger framework that brings them together into one network. This is a very difficult task, but the following sketch of the history of the South Indian Pentecostal movement might give some idea of what is meant:

South Indian Pentecostal History

As already mentioned, the clashes in the late 1930s led to the foundation of four Pentecostal churches in Kerala. These churches maintained a leading position in Kerala, but with their increasing establishment they had to contend time and again with internal quarrels and stagnating tendencies. Hence they were not in a position to offer an adequate framework for integrating younger leading personalities with new ideas. That led to the founding of new churches. As a result Sharon Fellowship (P.J. Thomas, 1953) was born as a direct reaction to the quarrels within the Indian Pentecostal Church of God. Also the New
India Church of God (V.A. Thamby, c. 1973) developed itself in the course of its history as a reservoir for many who were dissatisfied with the Pentecostal church to which they once belonged. The leaders of the New India Bible Church (Thomas Philip, Abraham Philip, 1972) did not want their church to be identified outside distinctly as a Pentecostal church and therefore established an independent organization. Gospel for Asia (K.P. Yohannan, 1978) was first founded only as a mission work and began later (1993) to establish its own church structures as a result of its dissatisfaction with the missing missionary dynamic of the existing Pentecostal churches. A common characteristic of all churches mentioned above is that their leadership is in the hands of Syrian Christians. But since the 1940s, new Pentecostal churches were founded in Keralâ which were not led by Syrian Christians but by people groups that were considered much lower on the religio-social ladder: so-called Dalits (and in some cases by Nadars and Ezhavas who normally would not come under the term ‘Dalit’). The main reason for this was the inability of the churches led by Syrian Christians to integrate Dalit or Nadar leaders. The foundation of the World Missionary Evangelism in Kerala (C.S. Mathew, 1962) is a good example. An extremely special case of the caste-compartmentalization within the Pentecostal movement in Kerala was the establishment of the ‘Kerala Division’ of the Church of God (K.J. Chacko, 1972), which demonstrates the exclusion of Dalit participation in a Church of God dominated by Syrian Christians. While the churches dominated by Syrian Christians have fostered comparatively closer contact among themselves, they seldom have a close relationship with churches led by Dalits or Nadars.

The South Indian Pentecostal movement established itself outside Kerala only in the second half of the 1940s. However a few remarkable mission activities had already taken place in the period before (in Tamilnadu: Madras Pentecostal Assembly since 1913, Ceylon Pentecostal Mission since 1930s, British Assemblies of God since 1920s; in Andhra Pradesh: Eastern Full Gospel Mission since 1926, Indian Pentecostal Church of God since 1932). Unfortunately very little is known about this.

Despite an earlier series of missionary activities, the Pentecostal movement was able to put down roots in Tamilnadu only after World War II. Two phases could be seen in that process. First of all in the 1940s until the 1960s, there were increased attempts by foreign missions and at the same time important indigenous ecclesiastical formations. After the end of World War II indigenous Pentecostal churches proliferated in Tamilnadu. The Indian Pentecostal Church of God achieved a few missionary successes coming from their stations in Andhra Pradesh. The Ceylon Pentecostal Mission, which attained new missionary strength under the chief pastor Alwin, also played an important role. At the same time, however, several experienced Tamil pastors left the Ceylon Pentecostal Mission and founded their own independent churches (John Rose, Full Gospel Pentecostal Church; S.B. Daniel/S. Ponraj, Pentecostal Church of India; G. Sunderam, Apostolic Christian Assembly). Since most of these pastors had lived together for some time in Malaysia they had close contact with each other and a strong feeling of togetherness, though each of them led independent churches. Several other independent churches began, like in the southernmost part of Tamilnadu where Sadhu Yesudhason became highly respected as the leader of a very influential indigenous church called Kirubasanam.

The second phase began in the 1960s when the foreign mission organizations went over one after the other to indigenous leadership and when it became increasingly possible for the indigenous churches to gain international partners. The result of that convergent development led to the formation of many new indigenous churches, which showed enormous increases since the 1980s and were strongly anchored in the global Pentecostal movement through their foreign partners. Since the 1960s, the Pentecostal movement also began to be deeply rooted in the big cities like Madurai, Coimbatore and Chennai. Chennai in particular experienced big growth and became the most important centre of the movement in southern India. Apart from the especially strong representation of the Assemblies of God, the scene was increasingly marked by many independent regional churches in this city. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Tamil-speaking south is arguably the most vibrant centre of Indian Pentecostalism.

The Pentecostal movement in Karnataka remained numerically weak right into the second half of the twentieth century. It was limited almost exclusively to migrants from Tamilnadu, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh, and it scarcely touched the native Kannada speaking population. Until the mid 1990s there were no really large centres of the Pentecostal
movement except in Bangalore and in the neighbouring Kolar Gold Fields.

For a long time the Indian Pentecostal Church of God, started mainly by missionaries from Kerala, was the only distinct force of Pentecostalism in Andhra Pradesh. However in the second half of the 1940s, Pentecostalism in Andhra Pradesh entered a new phase. The missionaries from Kerala (who all belonged to the Syrian Christian community) and the new Pentecostal recruits from Andhra Pradesh who were practically all with the Indian Pentecostal Church of God, gave up moving around and became settled. Financial assistance from overseas made it possible for them to build their own churches and to set up local centres which acted very independently (e.g. P.M. Samuel, Vijayawada; P.T. Chacko, Secunderabad; P.L. Paramjothi, Antarvedipalam; K.R. David, Rajamundry; K.S. Joseph, Narasapur). In this way, the Indian Pentecostal Church of God in Andhra Pradesh developed a rather decentralized structure. It proved to be of special significance that the missionaries from Kerala (especially P.M. Samuel and P.T. Chacko) had far more overseas contacts than their colleagues from Andhra Pradesh. So unfair distribution went along with the establishment of local centres and this prepared the ground for recruitment campaigns by the Dallas based World Missionary Evangelism (John E. Douglas Sr.) in the 1960s. This had the result that, with the exception of P.L. Paramjothi, almost all the important Telugu leaders in the Indian Pentecostal Church of God went over to World Missionary Evangelism, which suddenly became the biggest Pentecostal church in Andhra Pradesh. Through World Missionary Evangelism the Indian Pentecostal Church of God suffered a severe setback, but it consolidated its position relatively soon and remained one of the bigger Pentecostal churches in Andhra Pradesh. In the following period it emerged from further secessions comparatively unharmed. Quite different was the situation of World Missionary Evangelism, which was shaken by repeated internal crises and never came to a settled condition. By the end of the 1960s, many more Pentecostal churches were established in Andhra Pradesh. Among these new churches there were significant differences. The missionary success of the classical Pentecostal churches proved to be comparatively modest. In contrast to the rest of South India the Assemblies of God, while successful elsewhere, had scarcely gained a footing in Andhra Pradesh. Indians who had stayed a long time in the USA were returning to Andhra Pradesh to begin their own missions with the backing of foreign sponsors they had found while staying overseas (e.g. Ernest Komanapalli, Manna/Rock Church; P.J. Titus, New Testament Church). The fact that they were well acquainted with the Indian as well as the American scene was quite an advantage for numerical success. In addition to that churches in the big cities with a regional emphasis proved their potential for growth and developed their own style. In Vizag, for instance, there were two big churches, independent of one another, whose leaders had never belonged to a Pentecostal congregation and each went his own way in shaping their pastoral work (Krupa Rao’s Jesus Christ Prayer and Evangelistic Ministries; and M.A. Paul’s Christ’s Church). Other independent churches were the result of splitting, where financial help from overseas played a part (e.g. Y.S. John Babu’s Sion Fellowship).

‘Indigenous’ Pentecostalism?

Pentecostalism has been a global endeavour right from its beginning. No country or place can claim the origin of Pentecostalism. Nevertheless many Pentecostal and Charismatic churches in Africa, Asia and Latin America (and also in Europe) display quite a strong White North American evangelical flavour that has its source in the huge missionary activities undertaken by Pentecostals from the United States. Theological statements of faith are copied from American Pentecostal originals, vernacular theological literature is translated from American sources and in many cases, even worship service and style are shaped by American cultural patterns. This easily gives the impression that being Pentecostal—wherever it might be—means practising an American Pentecostal way of spiritual life; this opinion would even be backed up by the popular self-understanding in quite a lot of Pentecostal circles all over the globe. It is this observation that called to the scene many critics who designated Pentecostalism as an American religion that was exported from the United States to the Third World as a means of ideological control.1

It was Walter Hollenweger who first forcefully disputed this one-sided-point of view and showed that there are many other variants of Pentecostalism with theological teachings not directly dependent on American models that can claim the same representational right to be Pentecostal.2 Hollenweger’s insights have shaped a whole generation
of new and critical Pentecostal theologians who are now in the lead of Pentecostal scholarship; among them it goes without saying that Pentecostalism must not be defined by North American evangelical standards only.

Next came the anthropologists and sociologists who became interested in non-western Pentecostal communities and started to do field work among them. Especially in the last two decades, a vast amount of research has been done that has deepened the academic knowledge of the Pentecostal movement tremendously. As the most amazing finding, anthropological research showed the Pentecostal movement as a very contextual phenomenon and hardly as something destructive to existing society. Interestingly, this factual contextualization was found in both independent churches and churches with established organizational links to North American denominations. However what anthropologists observed was not the result of a conscious contextual Pentecostal theological agenda which was, as a rule, absent or even categorically rejected by the respective leaders and theological spokespersons.

Slowly, Pentecostal theologians are starting to cope with that situation and—coming from the Holmbergenian approach but also influenced by a recent study of Harvey Cox—they are trying to make theological sense out of the anthropological data. At present, Pentecostal theologians based in North America and Europe are in the forefront of this discussion and, as a result, the White North American evangelical type is regarded as just one variety of the Pentecostal movement, as can best be seen from the fact that there are now several acknowledged Pentecostal perspectives in the West, like Hispanic-American and African American (‘Black’) Pentecostalism. Gradually Pentecostal theologians from Asia, Africa and Latin America are joining in this venture and certainly it is vital that they should take the lead in future.

The theological challenge which contemporary Pentecostal theology faces is curiously very similar to that in the mainline churches, where over the last decades concepts of inculturation and contextualization have been hotly discussed. So it is not surprising that Pentecostal theologians sometimes use words like ‘contextualization’ or ‘inculturation’ when they go into the issue, but they rarely deal with the philosophical and theological concepts behind it. At present one can observe some uncertainty among Pentecostals as to how to deal hermeneutically with the question of contextualization. That has certainly something to do with widespread reservations against ecumenical theology in general but probably more with the intrinsic difficulties: how to relate contextualization to a meaningful Pentecostal theology of mission (which is also still missing), or how to relate actual contextual performance to often explicit anti-contextual attitudes among the persons involved and so on. However, Pentecostal theology can’t avoid these fundamental questions, but if it does tackle these issues it will probably become a heated debate. Moreover as the so-called ecumenical theology is still struggling for meaningful concepts of inculturation and contextualization a distinctive Pentecostal voice would be more than welcome to global academic theology in general.

Nevertheless there is some tendency to avoid this delicate debate by using a much older concept that still has some credit within evangelical circles: indigenization. The concept of indigenization stems from Rufus Anderson and Henry Venn in the nineteenth century who propagated as the aim of mission the ‘three selves’: self-government, self-support, and self-propagation. This concept avoids a clear attitude towards inculturation or contextualization. It only emphasizes organizational independence from ‘western’ Pentecostalism but implies that this would also mean independence from western dominance. Nevertheless one should be careful not to fall prey to a wrong postcolonial reading of ‘indigenous’ as free from western domination. The ongoing academic discussion on postcolonial theory has shown that the simple binary code western/indigenous does not help to decipher dominant colonial and postcolonial discourses because the colonial encounter was quite complex and produced diverse, hybrid and fluid configurations.

It is too simple to suggest that western denominations like the Assemblies of God try to dominate their non-western sister churches whereas Pentecostal churches in Africa, Asia and Latin America that are without established institutional ties to any western organisation or church would be more free, even if both have ‘indigenous leadership. Oppression must not be narrowed down to the western/non-western antithesis. This would be misleading and would underestimate the effect of dominant discursive practices that work beyond established institutional links. Many independent Pentecostal churches get quite a
lot of money from western partners; their leaders have studied at western Bible schools and they regularly entertain westerners as guests or missionaries at Gospel campaigns, and so on.

Moreover beliefs and rituals in indigenous churches are not necessarily more contextualized than in the churches that have official ties to western denominations. Even if one would add a fourth, ‘theological’ dimension to the above-mentioned three aspects of indigenization one would not get satisfactory results, because according to this logic churches would be most indigenized when they hold the most non-western set of doctrines and practices. But without discussing criteria for relating that to the universal claim of the Christian message and for determining an authentic Christian witness, this theological dimension remains meaningless.

Furthermore the growth rate of independent churches is not inevitably better than that of western denominations. In many regions of Africa, Asia and Latin America, the Assemblies of God are the fastest growing Pentecostal church. Indigenous churches are also not a benefit in themselves because independence does not necessarily mean good governance. If one analyses leadership, corruption, nepotism and similar phenomena, then the line is not at all between western and ‘indigenous’ Pentecostalism, but in between.

So for the hermeneutical task that lies ahead of Pentecostal theology the concept of indigenization would not be suitable because it falls short of expectations.

**Indian Pentecostalism as ‘Indigenous’ Christianity**

At present there is no such thing as contextual theology within Indian Pentecostalism, though there have been some rare examples that somewhat headed in that direction, but rather motivated by the search for immediately effective missionary tools than by the search for new ways of theologizing. Nevertheless things are changing fast and there are quite a few young Pentecostal Indian scholars who seem to be taking up the challenge.

However there is also a tendency to look at Indian Pentecostalism within the straightforward antithesis of ‘indigenous’ versus ‘western’, which causes the above-mentioned problems. Roger Hedlund initiated a project on Indian ‘Churches of Indigenous Origin’, identifying independent Pentecostal churches as the most important representatives. Hedlund, a long-time missionary to India who has a decidedly American evangelical background, shows a genuine openness and appreciation for the disparate Indian church landscape. His intentions are certainly laudable, especially in the context of rising Hindu nationalism that despises Islam and Christianity as foreign western, non-indigenous religions. Nevertheless, if ‘indigenous’ only means ‘under the control of Indians, guided by Indian leaders’ then it is not clear why mainline denominations like the Church of South India and the Church of North India are not covered by that term. Accordingly, the assignments of the respective churches remain vague and inconsistent and ‘indigenous’ remains nothing else but a synonym for ‘non-western’ or ‘native’. A similar example is Indian Pentecostal theologian Paulson Pulikottil who refers to the independent Indian Pentecostal Church of God as an example of ‘indigenous Pentecostalism’ as against what he calls ‘western Pentecostalism’. He is certainly right when he claims an emancipatory, anti-colonial stance among the leaders of the Indian Pentecostal Church of God who successfully resisted any domination by western Pentecostal missionaries. Nevertheless, the postcolonial debate, which Pulikottil is explicitly referring to, goes much further. The subaltern studies project has shown that the anti-colonial national movement was mainly in the interest of the largely Hindu high-caste elites whereas the subaltern (untouchables, tribals, and so on) did not benefit the same extent.100

In the same way, as the leadership of the Indian Pentecostal Church of God was dominated by Syrian Christians—who, as already mentioned, consider themselves as an ethnically defined caste group of very high social status comparable to Brahmins—the perpetuation of an oppressive structure by the exclusion of subaltern groups from leadership positions took place despite indigenous leadership. And it was not only the Indian Pentecostal Church of God at fault. All major Pentecostal (and most of the mainline) denominations in Kerala have Syrian leadership. This Syrian domination goes back quite early. At the beginning of the 1920s the majority of Pentecostals in Kerala were rather from ‘low caste’ or ‘untouchable’ background, people who would call themselves Dalits today. Robert F. Cook, the leading western Pentecostal missionary in
Radically freed from theological premises. Moreover Indian Pentecostal historiography has to make sure that it really traces a diachronous and synchronous network of a Pentecostal movement. Otherwise it becomes doubtful whether it makes sense to apply the term Pentecostal at all. On the other hand it is very difficult to make theological sense of the peculiarities of Pentecostalism within an Indian context. Anthropologists' observation of factual contextualization could be taken as the starting point of reflective concepts of contextual Pentecostal theology. Constructing Indian Pentecostalism is a task that refers to the very fundamental issues of the academic study of Pentecostalism. So the arguments presented in this paper will hopefully be helpful in the ongoing discussion of how Pentecostalism in general can best be studied.
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